
                 European citizens,

                 We are living glorious days, the unification of our continent is finally being
                 achieved and everything we have ever dreamed about is happening right now,
                 nevertheless the new reports regarding the climate change are casting
                 a dark shadow over the future of our home, Earth.
                 The populists forces, as usual, are trying to get a political advantage
                 by spreading fear and confusion among us, they are building up a castle of lies
                 about the TN technology. Don't be fooled my dear european brothers and sisters, 
                 they will never achieve what they want, because it's impossible. We won't go back
                 to a past that will never be again, we won't because it's impossible. The human
                 race is starting its adventure into the stars, we are slowly spreading our way through
                 the galaxy and this will endure, until the end of time. This is also happening
                 because one day in the year 2039, a coalition of states that once were always
                 at war decided to unite, under a single banner, and silenced their thirst of violence.
                 And these pathetic people want to go back? Go back to what I may ask? Go back
                 to the tribes we once where, that's what I think. They are speaking about nation
                 states and sovereignty when there other living alien races outside our solar system,
                 they are blaming a type of technology that granted us unbelievable advancements 
                 in medicine, space travel and in our way of seeing the world and they are lying to you
                 just to win a couple more seats in the parliament. We will not allow this, we European
                 citizens are better than this. We will help our scientists to understand the true
                 cause of the catastrophe that is happening to our planet, and if the TN tech has 
                 something to do with this we will find a way to prevent it from causing troubles.
                 Our path to the stars is still full of uncertainties, but we'll try to be ready for our journey
                 into the Milky Way!

         Long live Earth!
         Long live Europe!
 

                                                   Elly Schlein, secretary of the European Socialists and Democrats




